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Featured Products

Preparing them for the future.
During college, a student’s future starts 

coming into focus. Learning doesn’t 

slow. It grows deeper and more complex. 

Educators strive to teach what employers 

demand of the next generation: critical 

thinking, team collaboration and 

problem solving.
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Featured Products

• Versatile. The subject and education will influence 

the layout. But keep classroom furniture highly 

mobile so that students can quickly tuck-in their 

tables, get comfortable, and get to work. 

• Choices. Simulate the flex-seating movement that 

began in office spaces. Offer traditional chairs, 

café-style seating, soft seating, rockers and more. 

Then let students pick where they learn best.

• Right Size. Adjustable tables, chairs and desks 

keep everyone comfortable, be mindful of plus-

size students, too.

• Aesthetics. Match their maturity with subdued 

colors, but with a touch of school spirit. Durable, 

high-quality crafting keeps furniture looking good.

• Educator Tools. Keep expensive teaching tools 

mobile, secure and tidy. Look for workstations, 

lecterns, maker carts, whiteboards and storage on 

wheels.

Smith System® snapshot for Higher Education:
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Flowform®
Each piece blends the concept of loose-fit freedom with sleek aesthetics and 
functional practicality. It’s furniture that empowers students to curate their favorite 
spots for the learning that happens in every moment.

✓  Available in 4 shapes, with 2 divider wall sizes. 

✓  Constructed of durable 18mm birch plywood veneer.

✓  Designtex 100% vinyl fabric, phthalate free.

✓  1,000,000 Wyzenbeek double rub (CD) rating.

✓  Polyester fabric backing. 

✓  Easily cleanable with a 10:1 water: bleach mixture.
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55005  
Curved Bench Divider

55006  
Straight Bench Divider

55004  
Straight Bench

55007  
Tapered Cylinder Stool

57BBAB18000  
Curved Storage with 

Totes

57AAAA00000  
Straight Storage with 

Shelves

55000  
Soft Rocker

55001  
Ottoman

56000E  
Oval Pedestal Base

56001E  
Rounded Triangle Table

56007E  
Rounded Trapezoid Table

56009E  
Offset Rectangle Table

56011E  
Offset Triangle Table

56005E  
Rounded Rectangle Table

Casters 
available for 
Flowform® 

tables!

55002  
Bean Bench – Small

   55003   
Bean Bench – Large

56004E  
Clamshell Table with Casters

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-curved-divider/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-straight-bench-divider/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowformstraightbench/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-tapered-cylinder-stool/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-curved-storage/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-straight-storage/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/softrocker/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/26ottoman/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-oval-pedestal-base/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-round-triangle-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-round-trapezoid-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-offset-rectangle-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-offset-triangle-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-round-rectangle-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-beansm/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowformbeanlg/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flowform-clamshell-table/
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Groove®
Streamlined aesthetic. High-tech injection molding not only keeps the seatback 
strong and flexible, but it eliminates the exposed structural “ribs” on the back of 
the chair’s shell. It’s sleek and calm, yet familiar. It’s a crossover chair that quietly 
blends in anywhere: classrooms, cafeterias, flex studios, maker spaces and more.

✓  Flex you can feel.
Groove® is designed with a “flex” cushion seat back surface. The gentle 
contour and slightly higher upperback shell spread the student’s weight 
over a larger surface area. The slim waist design and strong lumbar 
support, so kids can turnaround easily and maintain good posture.

✓  Immediately Supportive.
Students can feel great and get to work, with less settle time. The 
ergonomic seat pan and subtle shell contours support movement in a 
working posture at a desk and sideways sitting. A gentle flex at the top of 
the shell opens the contours up for a relaxed position.
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33889
24” Fixed Height 

Stool

Different 
heights available 

for  Stools and 
Noodle Chairs!

33879  
18” Cantilever Chair

33842
Adjustable Stool w/

casters

33841
Adjustable Chair w/

glides

33849
18” Stack Chair

33855  
Mobile Stack 

Chair

33851
Noodle Chair

33891
30” Fixed Height 

Stool

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-stools/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-cantilever-chair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-stools-adjustable/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-chair-adjustable/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-stack-chair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-mobile-chair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-noodle-chair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-stools/
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Theorem®
A new seating line designed for high school and beyond. Two major seating 
positions — working and slightly reclined — are perfect to support higher 
ed learning. Unlike traditional school chairs, Theorem provides the feeling of 
continuous support, whether the student is sitting up for table surface work or 
looking up to participate in discussions. Shell available in 10 colors, frame in 
platinum only. **Wire rod frame in chrome finish.

✓  The shell rests on the frame,  not rivets, to add comfort

✓  Unique nylon shell offering unmatched strength

✓  The legs are strong, 14-gauge welded steel

✓  Stacks four chairs high

44920
Theorem® Dolly for 
Rod Frame Chairs

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-rodchair/
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Black 
seat pads are 
available for 
all Theorem 

seating!

44849U  
Stack Chair with 

Seat Pad

44819  
Stack Chair w/ Arms

44879  
Cantilever Chair 

44841  
Adjustable Height 

Chair (glides)

44820
Rod Frame Chair

44855  
Mobile Chair

44842  
Adjustable Height 

Stool (casters)

44815  
Mobile Chair 

w/ Arms

44891  
Rod Frame Stool

44840  
Adjustable Height 
Chair with Casters 

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-chair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-armchair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-chair-cantilever/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-chair-adjustable/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-rodchair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-chair-mobile/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-stool-adjustable/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-mobile-armchair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-rodstool/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-chair-adjustable/
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25260WCS/PL  
a3 CeramicSteel 

Whiteboard

25260
Laminated 

Whiteboard with 
handle

28000WCS/PLT
Mobile a3 

CeramicSteel 
Whiteboard

Mobile 
Whiteboard

a3 CeramicSteel 
Mobile Whiteboard  by 
PolyVision enables on-
the-go collaboration. 
Line up multiple 
boards side by side for 
large brainstorming 
sessions, separate them 
for smaller breakout 
sessions, or simply move 
collaboration from one 
room to another. When 
not in use, mobile nests 
easily to save on space. 
The aluminum frame 
is powder coated in a 
platinum color to blend 
seamlessly into any space.

Planner® Studio — 
Mobile Whiteboard 
The Planner® Studio Whiteboard 
perfectly complements our Planner® 
Studio line of tables to create a 
unique and creative environment for 
today’s learners. Choose between 
a sophisticated looking two-sided 
laminated writing surface or a 

CeramicSteel option. Mobile whiteboard includes a 
small shelf located on both sides to hold markers and 
erasers. The unit is available in 5 frame colors; Apple, 
Cerulean, Orange, Platinum and Charcoal. 4 locking 
casters provide mobility.

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-whiteboard/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-whiteboard/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/mobile-whiteboard/
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Flow Vertical Modular 
Whiteboard Panels

a3 CeramicSteel Flow is a full-height writing system that allows users to mount 
panels side by side to maximize wall coverage. (Single panels not available for use. 
Different panels are configurable to match up and create versatile, collaborative work areas.)

Collaborate Freely. The importance of collaboration has never been greater, but 
people need the right tools to capture their ideas. a3 CeramicSteel Flow is a 
full-height writing system that brings limitless writing freedom to any workspace. 
With a slim profile, clean edges and rounded corners, Serif delivers a blend of 
design, materiality and functionality for busy collaboration spaces in corporate 
and educational environments.

Serif Whiteboard Panel

28030WCS/PLT + 
28032WCS/PLT

Flow a3 
CeramicSteel 

Vertical Modular 
Whiteboard Panel 

A + C

28011WCS/PLT
Serif a3 

CeramicSteel 
Whiteboard Panel

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flow-vertical-modular-whiteboard-panels/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/flow-vertical-modular-whiteboard-panels/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/serif-whiteboard-panel/
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Silhouette® Sit + Stand Student Desk
The Silhoutte® Sit + Stand student desk is a welcome addition to any 
collaborative environment. Specify 4-6 to create an engaging learning zone, 
or oufit the entire classroom for the ultimate flexible learning environment. 
Featuring a unique adjustable column that floats from 26 inches to 41 inches with 
the press of a lever, this student desk truly adapts to any learning situation. At its 
lowest height students can choose to use a standard 16” or 18” height chair.

01631
Collaborative desk, 
adjustable-height

44815U
Theorem® Mobile w/ 
Arns and Seat Pad

Other 
top sizes 
available.

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/silhouette-sit-stand-desk/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-mobile-armchair/
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01670
24x27 Adjustable height

01661
20x54 Single Two Student Desks

adjustable height

Silhouette® Student Desk
The Silhouette® Desk is a contemporary desk that combines elegant design, 
durability and functionality. It’s stable and strong, and its leg design allows easy 
ingress and egress. A backpack peg is standard.

Other 
sizes also 
available.

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/single-student-desk-24d/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/silhouette-two-student-desk-20x48/
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Planner® Studio Tables
These sophisticated 29”h, 36”h and 40”h tables meet the demanding needs 
of today’s creative learning spaces, without the pared down “shop-class” 
aesthetics. The adaptive urban industrial style allows for crossover application 
in media centers, active learning spaces, common areas or any space that 
encourages collaboration and social learning. These tables are also available 
with adjustable frame. Strong, 14-gauge legs are protected with a durable 
powder coat surface.

✓  Sturdy 1¼” desktop with a high-pressure laminate surface.
✓  Planner Studio comes standard with 4” diameter casters, with all 4 wheels 

lockable.
✓  Optional foot rest available for 36” & 42” height Studio tables, platinum 

finish only.
✓  Butcher Block available in 36”x 72”, 30”x60” or 48”x48” only.

To explore the entire product Planner® line, visit
www.smithsystem.com/lines/planner/
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25240BUTCHER + 77244  
48x48 Table, 40” Fixed Height 

w/ optional Foot Rest

25214f
36x72 Table, 36” 

Fixed Height

25256BUTCHER 
30x60 Table, casters 

and optional Foot Rest

25210TRESPA
 36x60 Table, 40” 

Fixed Height

25246f 
48x60 Table, 40” 

Fixed Height

25240f
48x48 Table, 40” 

Fixed Height

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-butcherblock/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-butcherblock/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio36d/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/plannerstudio3060butcher/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-trespa/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-tables-48-deep/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/planner-studio-tables-48-deep/
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Elemental® Nest & Fold 
Elemental® Nest & Fold Tables provide a stable, spacious work surface and 
contemporary appearance. They offer added utility when not in use through their 
easy mobility and compact storage. Because they’re part of an integrated line 
of tables and desking, they allow a consistent design scheme throughout the 
building or facility. Choose from 14 standard laminate tops and 20 standard edge 
colors. Frames available in platinum, charcoal, apple, cerulean and orange. 

NL2448
Adjustable Nest and Fold

NL2448
Fixed Height Nest and Fold

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/elemental-adjustable-nest-fold/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/elemental-nest-fold/
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NL2460
24x60 Rectangle 
Adjustable Nest 

and Fold

44815
Theorem® Arm 

Chairs

33842
Groove® 

Adjustable Height 
Stool

NL2460
24x60 Rectangle 
Adjustable Nest 

and Fold

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/elemental-adjustable-nest-fold/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-mobile-armchair/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/groove-stools-adjustable/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/elemental-adjustable-nest-fold/
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Cascade® Air
Cascade® Air helps provide the peace of mind students and teachers need to 

return to school –and stay in school. This medical-grade air purifier circulates 

HEPA filtered air up to six times per hour, collecting particles .3 microns and 

smaller including respiratory droplets with 99.99% efficiency. It drastically reduces 

the respreading of airborne contaminants including the SARS-CoV-2 virus, 

allergens and other pathogens.

Z20000000HPP
Cascade Air 
Mid-Cabinet

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cascade-air/
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Create Safer Learning, Room by Room
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Cascade® Two-Sided Whiteboard Unit 
Smith System® is helping educators maximize their shrinking learning 
environments by introducing the new Cascade® Two-Sided Whiteboard Unit. 
This versatile, nomadic workhorse replaces the traditional single-purpose 
whiteboard with a dual-purpose mobile whiteboard plus storage. Key features 
include painted white magnetic writing surfaces on the front and back of a 
storage unit which houses customizable, extra-wide totes. The classroom just 
became more flexible than ever. Platinum Only.

H10030000PP
Two-Sided 

Whiteboard

44849U
18” Theorem® Stack 
Chair with Seat Pad

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cascade-two-sided-whiteboard-unit/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/theorem-chair/
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Cascade® AV Presentation Cart 
This presentation cart provides movable, lockable storage for AV equipment, and
a durable work surface. Locking doors open 270° to provide obstruction-free 
access to AV gear and materials. 

✓  Total of four electrical outlets outside and five inside connected with one 
12 foot cord.

✓  Available in 19 colors. 

W21F00000P
AV Presentation Cart

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cascade-av-presentation-cart-mid-case/
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Cascade® Makercart
With five inside outlets and four exterior outlets this AV cart is perfect for 
makerspaces, 3d printing and presentation needs. This school cart provides 
movable, lockable storage with a durable work surface to hold instructor notes 
and 3D materials. 1 1/4” top with a choice of Bumper T-Mold or 4mm T-Mold. 
Choose from 13 standard laminate colors and 20 standard edge colors. Platinum 
frame, end panels available in 19 colors. Also available in a Cascade® Mid-Case 
AV Cart size.

✓  Locking doors open 270˚ to provide obstruction-free access to AV gear 
and materials.

✓  Ventilation ports to help cool electronic devices and projectors.
✓  Cord access ports, data ports and two electrical outlets (four outside, five 

inside).
✓  Rolls smoothly on 5” double-wheel casters.
✓  Power outlets connected with one 12 foot cord.

V21P00000P
Makercart

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cascade-makercart/
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Café Meeting Tables
Café Tables are a popular choice for creating casual meeting areas in commons, 
libraries and classrooms. Start by choosing (1) a top, (2) then choose from 
available heights. Next, choose from Circular or Crisscross styles. 42”, 40” and 
36” Standing Height models offer Backpack hooks, standard. (3) Choose optional 
power for the top, power cord runs out bottom of base. 1 1/4” thick top available 
in all standard finishes. Bases available in Platinum or Black.

Power 
module can 

be added to all 
café tables!

01524 + 01451 (x2)
Rectangle Cafe Table, 

24” Circular base

01527 + 01451 (x2)
Oval Cafe Table, 24” 

Circular base

01506 + 01467
Cafe Table Round 

Top, 24” Circular base

01501 + 01451
Cafe Table Square 

Top, 24” Circular base

01502 + 01451
Cafe Table Round 

Top, 24” Circular base

https://smithsystem.com/furniture/rectangle-cafe-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/oval-cafe-table/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cafe-table-round-circular-base/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cafe-table-square-criss-cross-base/
https://smithsystem.com/furniture/cafe-table-round-circular-base/


Standard Laminate Options

Asian Night 
7949-60 

French Pear 
8220-60

Boardwalk Oak 
7983-60 

Pewter Mesh
4878-60

Classic Linen
4943-60

High Rise
4996-60

Buka Bark
7982-60

Fusion Maple
7909-60

Palisades Oak
7987-60

Flax Linen
4990-60

Mission Maple 
7990-60

New Age Oak
7938-60

Wild Cherry 
7054-60

Grey Nebula 
4622-60

 

Designtex® Vinyl Options

Apricot
APR

Fog
FGO

Iron
ION

Pitachio
PIO

Mediterranean
MDT

Formica® Whiteboard Options

Brite White
459-90

Fog
961-90

ImagiGrid
9313-90

Standard Chair Shell and Edge Band Color Options   

Apple Black Blueberry Burgundy Cerulean

Chocolate Clementine Forest Green Fuchsia Mint Orange

Persian Blue Platinum Purple

Champagne*

Mocha

NavyRed Yellow

Charcoal

*Not offered for 
Edge Band

Pewter Mesh
w/ matching 3mm edge

Mission Maple
w/ matching 3mm edge

Whiteboard
w/ matching 3mm edge

Planner® Studio Laminate Options

Platinum

Chrome

Chair 
Frame

Planner® Studio Leg Color Options

Apple Cerulean Charcoal Orange Platinum

Flowform® Laminate + Frame

SilverFrench Pear Mission Maple North Sea Gray

Butcher 
Block Top*

Butcher Top 
Options   

*Not offered for 
all surfaces

Caster Color Options 

Apple Cerulean Charcoal Orange Platinum Black

Smith 
System®      
FINISHES

North Sea Gray
D90-60

Finish options and availability is product specific. Please go to smithsystem.com for details.


